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You Are My Sunshine

MONTHLY MEETING

As a child, I learned to sing on road trips in the family car. We
sang "She'll be Coming 'Round the Mountain", "Row, Row, Row
Your Boat" and my favorite: You are my sunshine, my only
sunshine; You make my happy when skies are gray. You'll never
know, dear, how much I love you. Please, don't take my sunshine away. Since
my son's death, whenever I hear this song, I mentally change the spelling to
'son-shine.'

2nd Tuesday of the Month
Sacred Heart Church Family Center
5300 N US 23
Oscoda, MI 48750
Meeting time: 7:00 pm
UPCOMING EVENTS

When he left, skies surely turned gray. Gray skies continue to visit me in
random moments of grief to the point that at times, it's impossible to see the
sun. And when summer brings sunny days, it breaks my heart that he can't be
here with me to light up my life. Grief enhances our senses so that the absence
of light allows us to perceive our need for light. A good example came one
dark and dismal day as I sat reading, a part of me dwelling on my missing
child. Ever so softly, warmth crept across my outstretched leg. I shot a glance
in its direction and discovered a stream of golden sunshine. In my
preoccupation, I hadn't noticed the parting clouds outside--the transformation
from gloom to gleam. If I had not been sitting quietly, thinking of my child, I
would have missed the gift--missed an opportunity to find joy in that brief
moment when 'son-shine' paid an unexpected visit. What a blessed gift it is to
remember my child with joy. There's a scientific reason that a sunny day brings
some joy and energy to our lives. Bright light makes a difference to the brain
chemistry. Lack of light causes a condition called Seasonal Affective Disorder.
SAD doesn't occur only in the dark winter months. If you work the night shift
or you spend all day in an office, wear sunglasses outside, spend your days off
in a dimly lit home you may not be getting adequate light. All the more reason
to grasp at every golden moment that comes our way.
The true lifesavers in my grief journey are those small surprising occurrences
that often go unnoticed. When memories arrive on beams of joyous sunlight,
I'm learning to take notice, to savor, then stock pile the simple pleasures that
somehow appear in spite of heavy days. Sometimes light comes from deep
within our hearts. Sometimes friends arrive with small rays of hope, guiding us
through the darkest hours. Summer brings moonlit evenings, the flash of
lightening across an endless sky, fireflies in a Mason jar, the beam of a
flashlight piercing the darkness, yellow butterflies at the break of day; all
reminders that our children were bright and full of life. We are on a dark
journey. At the same time, we are on a righteous search for light, grasping at
hope wherever we find it. When gray days return and winter seems endless,
remember--it's not. As grief changes, we learn to survive the darkness,
believing that light lies ahead. May sunshine bless you with small, precious
moments of hope and joy in the coming summer days.
Carol Clum,
TCF Medford, OR
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Summertime and the Living is Easy….
The lazy, hazy days of summer…
What does summertime bring to your mind? I think of the beach with
the waves softly washing ashore. Walking along with the sand between
my toes. Finding “treasure” along the shoreline. The sound of the ocean
is calming. The sun is warm on my face. Life seems good.
And then I realize that being at the beach has forever changed for me.
The memories of times past at the beach with my family come flooding
back. Lots of good memories.
I stare at the ocean and think…the ocean is like my grief. Sometimes it
seems wild and black with rage and almost impossible to manage.
Riptides, currents and storm surges. Sometimes it’s like rough waves
hitting the shore, continually pounding. And sometimes the waves are
smaller and are enjoyable to play in. Then sometimes it is unusually
calm and I can wade in and let the cool water surround me.
So now I go to the beach to remember. And let the sun warm my heart.
Let the sound of the waves calm my soul. And get sand between my
toes.
~Carol Tomaszewski, Annapolis Chapter, BP/USA
~reprinted from July 2011 DC/Northern Virginia
Chapters Newsletter
www.bereavedparentsusa.org

July’s Child
Fireworks race toward heaven
Brilliant colors in the sky.
Their splendor ends in seconds
On this evening in July.
"Her birthday is this Saturday,"
I whisper with a sigh.
She was born this month,
She loved this month
And she chose this month to die.
Like the bright and beautiful
fireworks
Glowing briefly in the dark
They are gone too soon,
and so was she
Having been, and left her mark.
A glorious incandescent life,
A catalyst, a spark...
Her being gently lit my path
And softened all things stark.
The July birth,
the July death of my happy
summer child
Marked a life too brief that ended
Without rancor, without guile.
Like the fireworks
that leave images
On unprotected eyes...
Her lustrous life
engraved my heart...
With love that never dies.
Sally Migliaccio TCF,
Babylon, Long Island, NY

“YOU NEED NOT WALK ALONE”
SIBLING LOSS
Author: Heidi Horsley 9/21/2012
an excerpt from an article from Open to Hope
In the United States today, there is a natural, assumed order to
the deaths we will experience in our lives. We believe that our
grandparents will die first, then our parents, then our brothers
and sisters, and then our children. However, that is not how it
happens for thousands of people each year, and that is not how it
happened for me. When my brother Scott and cousin Matthew
were just 17 years old they died together in a fiery car
accident. In a sense, our siblings are parallel travelers in life; we
have a shared history. We expect this to be the longest
relationship we will ever have. Our siblings are part of our past
and part of our present. We expect to grow old with them, and
it’s devastating to lose them before their time.
People ask, “Do you have closure?” I remind them that closure
is for bank accounts, not love accounts. I really don’t even
understand the concept of closure. Growing up with a brother
made me the person I am today; if he had never been in my life I
would be a very different person. We never get over the person
that died. What we get over is the intense pain. When our
sibling dies, we lose the relationship we once had but we don’t
sever those bonds. We continue to have a relationship. My
brother continues to be an important part of my life, and he
always will be.
The majority of siblings in the United States today will spend
80-100% of their lifetimes with each other in some capacity.
Our siblings serve as our protectors, confidants, rivals, and role
models. Growing up we spend 33% of our time with our
siblings…more time than we spend with parents, friends, or
teachers. So it is ironic that bereaved siblings are often the
forgotten ones in the aftermath of death.

The reality is that we don’t forget, move on, or find
closure, but rather we honor, remember, and incorporate
our deceased family members into our lives in a new way.
In fact, keeping memories of your loved one alive in your
mind and heart is an important part of your healing
journey. Thankfully, our deceased loved ones are a
continuing presence in our lives and always will be.
Here is a closed Facebook group for siblings-The Compassionate Friends Sounds of the Siblings (for
bereaved siblings)
Moderators: Tracy Milne and Keith Singer
https://www.facebook.com/groups/21358475781/

The Butterfly
We often gaze at Butterflies,
Sailing gently on the air.
They sometimes float nearby
Seemingly without a care.
We watch them as they flutter,
With soft wings they seem to float.
These graceful, colorful creations,
Bring us smiles, dreams, and hope.
We sometimes search intently,
In flowers or on the summer wind.
Asking for just one more time,
To catch a glimpse of them.
Their time with us passes quickly,
Like our loved ones that are gone.
No longer twirling ‘round us,
Like fading lyrics from a song.
Please know that like the Butterfly,
Who will hover, land, then dart.
The smiles and laughter of our child,
Will forever be in our HEART.
And be careful to not forget,
They were brother and sister too
Knowing that something special
Existed just between the two.
Now comes a very special time
For your butterfly unveil
To let this beautiful creature free
For our memories of them will never fail
August 2014
Debbie Rambis

Remembrances
Birthdays
July
Casey May Whitney

July
Brayden

July
Andrew Carroll

July

July
Bradley Hilberg

Brayden

August
Christian Gonzalez

August
Elise Schenk

The mission of The Compassionate Friends: When a child dies, at any age, the
family suffers intense pain and may feel hopeless and isolated. The
Compassionate Friends provides highly personal comfort, hope, and support to
every family experiencing the death of a son or a daughter, a brother or a sister,
or a grandchild, and helps others better assist the grieving family.

The weather cooperated with us for the 4th Annual Butterfly Release on Sunday June 25th. 60 Painted Lady
butterflies were released in memory of our children, grandchildren and siblings. The event started with an
introduction about The Compassionate Friends, an explanation Why Butterflies?, the poem “When You See A
Butterfly, Think of Me” and then families and friends released their butterflies. This butterfly ceremony is
moving as we send these butterflies off in memory of our loved ones.
As parents who have lost children to death, we face new ceremonies and new traditions. As the years roll by,
many of us will cling to these new traditions. This is an opportunity to share these traditions with other
families that understand and encourage us to speak openly about our child and our sorrow. This tribute is a
simple one, but something we can all share.

.

Lending Library
We have many great books in our library and are always
on the lookout for new material. If you have any
suggestions, please let Charlie or Fran know as we are
always adding to our collection. If you have a book from
our library and are finished, please return it so it can be
circulated again to another family.
If you would like to keep the book, please let us know the
title of the book, so we can order a replacement.
Donations for new books are always appreciated and are a
great way to honor our loved one on a birthday or
anniversary.
To check out our books just click on the link…
Lending Library for TCF-Oscoda

For more information
about us—check out
our newly updated
website
www.tcf-oscoda.org
facebook
https://www.facebook.com/th
ecompassionatefriends.oscoda/

iGive is an amazingly simple, no cost to you, donation
platform. Check it out at
www.iGive.com/TheCompassionateFriendsofOscodaArea

Support
The Compassionate Friends
Of Oscoda Area 2440
When you shop at smile.amazon.com
Amazon donates
Go to: http://smile.amazon.com/ch/35-2493920

